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At OzTek in March, I had been a deer in the headlights,
completely blinded and shell-shocked with no clue how my future
life might unfold and feeling more than slightly overwhelmed by the
vastness of the great unknowns and my first ever dive expo. Fast-
forward to August and my return trip to the same venue but a very
different take on a dive promotion event where it was also my
privilege to have been invited to be
one of the presenters. My talk was
about my ‘Scuba Vs Tumour
Adventures’. and the therapeutic
impact that diving has had on my
physical and mental health
throughout the past nine years of my
cancer journey. My time slot was late
in the program (3:30pm after the
mid-afternoon crowds had thinned)
and I spoke to an audience of around
12 people. Crowd size was just one of
the many differences between OZTek
and AIDE, both of which seem to be
targeting a very different audience.

While OZTek is in its 20th year
and very much a standalone event
attended by die-hard tech, cave, free
diving and underwater photography
enthusiasts who habitually return year

PT HIRSCHFIELD

Dear Critters,
I have a confession to make. I

haven’t been in my local waters
more than three times since I
evicted my long-term-two-timing-
soon-to-be-ex-husband from my
life four and a half months ago. In
that time I’ve sold, bought and
moved house as well as having
done a number of overseas trips (PNG, Solomon
Islands and Philippines) plus several interstate trips
to dive from the GBR’s Spirit of Freedom before
frolicking with the seals at Montague Island. I’ve
also made two treks to Sydney for OzTek (just four
days post-Splitsville) and my first visit to the
Australian International Dive Expo (AIDE), both
held at the Darling Harbour ICC Convention
Centre. 

after year, AIDE is the six-year old sister event of a much larger
annual event in Malaysia. Far from being stand-alone, AIDE feels
more like a central exhibit of the Sydney International Boat Show as
one low-priced ticket ($22 per adult) provides entry to both events.
The entire event of exhibitor stands, learn-to-dive swimming pool
and single presenter stage offering seats for approximately 40 seated
listeners plus standing and passing traffic was situated on the lower
level of the Sydney Boat Show, surrounded by more ‘boat bling’ than
many divers would ever yearn to see (the boats extended up onto a
second floor then out into the marina). 

As a result, while OZTek feels very much as though it is ‘preaching
to the converted’ audience of almost purely experienced divers who
come from across the country to congregate with almost religious
fervour at the multi-stage event with a strong social and networking
focus, AIDE seems to be more promotional and evangelistic in
nature. This event attracts a smaller number of divers and a larger
number of non-diving, locally based marine enthusiasts who happen
to wander through the large dive-related exhibit due to its centrality
to the boat show. I was a little disappointed that there was no

underwater photography
competition in 2019 as there
had been last year as I feel this
is a great way to promote
interest and participation at
AIDE amongst the dive
community, although event
organiser Ness (one of the
sweetest humans I have ever
met!) assures me that the
photo comp is a bi-annual
event (all UWP’s should put
this in their calendar - the
prize trips offered last year
were exceptional!) 

All that said, I genuinely
enjoyed how relaxed AIDE
was and predictably I spent
much of my day and a half at
the event listening to an
excellent roster of presenters.

Australian International

Dive Expo
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Highlights for me included Brett Lobwein’s talk on Photographing
Bucket Lists ('Glaucus and Orcas and Bears, Oh My!'), Vanessa
Mignon’s presentation on the many whale expeditions she has led in
Tonga and Mike Scotland’s informative talks on improving your
underwater photography and some of the lesser known facts about
seahorses and sea dragons. 

The Marine Rescue Forum with a focus on ocean plastics
featuring Dr Scott Wilson, Terry Cummins, Harriet Spark, Monica
Chin, Fiona Merida, Sara-Jo Lobwein and Joni Pini-Fitsimmons was
excellent and revealed plenty of  eye-opening information from the
coal-face of plastics mitigation and ocean conservation. A
presentation about the billions of years old old evolutionary
development of Raja Ampat’s biodiversity likely had greater interest
for others than it did for me (although this is a destination that’s very
high on my Bucket List and I will be excited to visit this region in
the near future with one of the exhibitors at this event). However
joyous talks and video presentations about Christmas Island and
Cocos Keeling had me rushing to the expo stand immediately
afterwards, eager to plan my future visit. I also couldn’t resist teeing
up a possible encounter with my very first whale with my new friends
at Hervey Bay Dive Centre (watch this space!) 

Other exhibitors included Ocean Geographic, lots of dive gear
sales and travel stands. One of my favourite discoveries was Marine
Designs Benni featuring the work of a Tasmanian underwater
photographer whose patterns are printed onto fabrics to make
scarves, bags, earrings, cushion covers etc. 

Overall I feel that AIDE occupies an interesting ‘outreach’ niche in
promoting recreational diving to the broader marine loving
community of boating enthusiasts. I enjoyed the low-key vibe and
would love to see the event better attended in future years by the
recreational dive community as this event has real potential for
growth and the exhibitors and presenters are definitely worth the
small price of admission. In particular, if you have family and friends
who would benefit from a softer introduction to the possibility of
diving, this is an excellent event to bring them along to. I plan to
return to AIDE again next year, but in the meantime I’m packing my
bags for my next underwater adventure to dive from the Ocean
Hunter 3 Liveaboard in Palau and the annual Mantafest shootout in
Yap. If you have any dive adventures you might like me to review,
please contact me through Pink Tank Scuba social media (‘Have
Fins, Will Travel!’) 
Love and Bubbles,
PT Hirschfield xxx

For MORE of my underwater stories,images and videos, please visit 
Blog: www.pinktankscuba.com
Facebook: www.facebook.com/pinktankscuba/
YouTube:
www.youtube.com/channel/UCbHnAbr2WGFfo_7wSBUQrmA
Instagram: www.instagram.com/pinktankscuba/?hl=en
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